BIG BAND 1

BIG BAND 2

THE BLUES BROTHERS TRIBUTE

ALSO FEATURING:
JAMES BROWN'S COMBO & SOLOISTS

TICKETS: $25 INCL. LIGHT SUPPER 83758215 FRIDAY 17TH OCTOBER 7PM - 11PM
THE GRAND BALLROOM 443 TAPLEYS HILL ROAD FULLHAM GARDENS
SET 1 – 7.30-7.45: James Brown Combo
Guitar, Bass, Drums, 4 horns
  • A GO GO          SOLOS: Guitar, Trombone, Bass
  • LIVELY UP YOURSELF SOLOS: Saxophone, Clarinet Drums
  • CISSY STRUT       SOLOS: Trombone, Trumpet

SET 2 – 8.00-8.30: Soloists
  • Flute & Piano -   Emily Squires
  • Voice & Piano -   Fran Olds / Gillian Taylor / Leah Harford
  • Voice & Guitar -  Kaylah IKEBOH
  • Voice & Piano -   Niamh Jolly / Ashlee Giles-Swinton

SET 3 – 8.45-9.30: Big Band 2
  • IN THE WEE SMALL HOURS OF THE MORNING    SOLOS: ALTO 1
  • I CONCENTRATE ON YOU                      SOLOS: TENOR 1
  • THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC                      SOLOS: NONE
  • SUMMERTIME                                SOLOS: TENOR 1, TRUMPET 4
  • DOXY                                      SOLOS: TROMBONE 1, TENOR 1, TRUMPET 2, ALTO 1
  • HOW HIGH THE MOON                         SOLOS: TRUMPET 1
  • WALKIN’ HOME WITH BROTHER BILL            SOLOS:NONE
  • WOULD I LIE TO YOU?                       SOLOS:TENOR 1, ALTO 1
  • BARBECUE SAUCE                            SOLOS: GUITAR
  • THE REAL McCoy                            SOLOS: TROMBONE 1, DRUMS
SET 4 – 9.45-10.00: Dean and the Supremos
Guitar, Bass, Drums, Piano, 3 horns (2x alto 1 x flute) 2 vocal

- RAW HIDE  SOLOS: Guitar
- FLIP FLOP FLY  SOLOS: Alto Sax
- JOHNNY B GOODE  SOLOS: Alto Sax

SET 5 – 10.15-11.00: Big Band 1

- SLAMMIN’ JOE  SOLOS: Tenor Sax/Trombone, Trumpet/Alt Sax, Alto Sax
- THERE’S THE RUB  SOLOS: Trumpet, Alto Sax
- CHA CHOOI  SOLOS: Flute
- IT’S ALL RIGHT WITH ME  SOLOS: Alto Sax
- TIME FOR LOVE  SOLOS: Trombone
- WINDS OUT OF THE EAST  SOLOS: Piano, Trumpet, Guitar, Percussion, Drums
- PETER GUNN  SOLOS: Alto Sax
- EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMEBODY  SOLOS: Alto Saxophone
- MINNIE THE MOOCHER  SOLOS: Trumpet
- GIMME SOME LOVIN’  SOLOS: Tenor Sax
- SHAKE A TAIL FEATHER  SOLOS: NONE

BIG BAND THREE

- Sweet Home Chicago  SOLOS: Trumpet, Guitar